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A. Answer the following questions.

(5 × 1 = 5)

1. What is posture ?

Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

2. How do bones help our body ?
3. What are rocks made up of ?
4. Why is it important to eat pulses ?
5. Write two healthy ways of eating.
B. Answer in one word each.

(5 × 1 = 5)

1. What protects us from diseases ?
2. Which rock is used for making floor tiles ?
3. How many bones are there in our body ?
4. The place where two or more bones meet are called .........
5. What comes after breakfast and lunch ?
C. Tick( ! ) the right statements and cross (#) the wrong statements.

(3 × 1 = 3)

1. Fruits and Vegetables are energy giving foods.
2. Marble is a very soft rock.
3. Bones are attached to muscles.
D. Tick( ! ) the correct answers.

(3 × 1 = 3)

1. Posture is the position of our body in which we ..............
1) drink

2) sleep

3) walk

4) eat

✃

2. The Taj Mahal in Agra is built of ..............
1) red stone

2) white marble

3) granite

3. Water helps us to stay ...................
1) healthy

2) weak

3) ill

4) smart
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E. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

(3 × 1 = 3)

rocks, heart, protective
1. Muscles make our ................. beat.
2. Potato is an ................. food.
3. The crust of earth is made of .................
F. Match the following columns.

(6 × 1 = 6)

Column A

Column B

1. Bones / Skeleton

[

]

a)

with your head high.

2. Muscles

[

]

b)

makes our muscles strong and fit.

3. Good Posture

[

]

c)

help in our body movements.

4. Exercise

[

]

d)

makes our body fit and perfect.

5. Stand

[

]

e)

provides support to our body.

6. Walk

[

]

f)

with your back straight.
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